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Why the zebra got its stripes: To deter flies
from landing on it

Image 1. Zebras cluster together in Botswana. Photo by: Paul Martiz/Wikimedia

The mystery of how the zebra got its stripes might have been solved. Researchers say the pattern

appears to confuse flies. It discourages them from touching down for a quick bite.

The study was published in the journal Plos One. It involved horses, zebras and horses dressed as

zebras. The team said the research not only supported previous work suggesting stripes might act

as an insect deterrent. It also helped to understand why. It revealed the patterns only produced an

effect when the flies got close.

Martin How was the co-author of the research from the University of Bristol. "The flies seemed to

be behaving relatively naturally around both [zebras and horses], until it came to landing," he said.

"We saw that these horseflies were coming in quite fast and almost turning away or sometimes

even colliding with the zebra, rather than doing a nice, controlled flight," How said.

Researchers made their discovery by spending more than 16 hours standing in fields. They noted

how horseflies interacted with nine horses and three zebras. This included one somewhat
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bemusingly called Spot.

While horseflies circled or touched the animals at

similar rates, landing was a different matter. A lower

rate was seen for zebras than horses.

Researchers had to make sure the effect was not

caused by a different smell of zebras and horses. For

example, the researchers put black, white and zebra-

striped coats on seven horses in turn. While there was

no difference in the rate at which the flies landed on

the horses' exposed heads, they touched and landed

on the zebra coat far less often than either the black or

white garment.

Further insights were gathered through video recordings of the zebras and a smaller group of

horses. They revealed flies failed to slow down steadily when zooming toward zebras. This is not

what they did for horses. And they often simply careened into the animals.

The team said the study showed stripes did not act as a long-range deterrent. However, they had

an effect when the flies got up close. This is possibly because of the flies' low-resolution vision.

"From distances of greater than two meters or so, a zebra would just look like a gray horse," How

said. "It wouldn't be able to see the stripes at all."

He added that the most likely mechanisms for the deterrent effect are either that the "sudden

reveal" of the stripes on close approach either surprised the insects and made them veer off, or

interfered with their perception of how fast objects were moving past them, affecting their ability

to land.

The team said the results supported the idea that stripes might have evolved in response to biting

flies.

"Zebra — evolutionarily speaking — have developed in parts of the world where flies carry pretty

nasty diseases and so there can be some very big fitness consequences to being bitten by flies,"

How said. "Whereas domestic horses haven't had the same sort of driving force."

However, he added that the explanation might not be the full story. Researchers have previously

suggested the stripes could offer camouflage. They could also aid thermoregulation, or body heat.

They could also be involved in some sort of social function. While How said there is some evidence

for the latter, he pointed out that lions, for example, don't seem to be confused by stripes. "Zebra

are preferential prey for a lot of predators, so it is not really stopping [them]," he added.

That said, How noted the latest experiment was carried out in Somerset. It was not done around

the biting flies of Africa. Other limitations included that the path of the flies could only be seen in

two dimensions from video recordings. And that the horse coats were made of different materials.

How said outdoor enthusiasts could take inspiration from zebras, suggesting patterned tops and

body paint as useful tools to help them dodge nasty bites.
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Quiz

1 How does the history of wild horse and zebra exposure to horseflies compare?

(A) Wild horses and zebras have both lived in habitats where flies carry serious diseases.

(B) Wild horses, more than zebras, have lived in habitats where flies carry serious diseases.

(C) Zebras, more than wild horses, have lived in habitats where flies carry serious diseases.

(D) Neither wild horses or zebras have lived in habitats where flies carry serious diseases.

2 Read the following sentence from the article.

While there was no difference in the rate at which the flies landed on the horses' exposed heads,
they touched and landed on the zebra coat far less often than either the black or white garment.

How does this detail develop the author’s central idea?

(A) It emphasizes the differences in materials used on the horses' coats.

(B) It elaborates on the flies' preference for the sight and smell of horses.

(C) It illustrates that the stripes were what deterred the flies from landing.

(D) It introduces the idea that flies are attracted to both horses and zebras.

3 What did the study conclude about how stripes affect flies?

1. Flies are attracted to stripes.
2. Flies are confused by stripes.
3. Flies don't land well on stripes.
4. Flies don't fly well near stripes.

(A) 1, 2, and 3

(B) 2, 3, and 4

(C) 1, 3, and 4

(D) 2, 1, and 4

4 Which sentence from the article would be MOST important to include in a summary of the article?

(A) The mystery of how the zebra got its stripes might have been solved.

(B) Researchers made their discovery by spending more than 16 hours standing in fields.

(C) The team said the results supported the idea that stripes might have evolved in response to biting flies.

(D) Other limitations included that the path of the flies could only be seen in two dimensions from video
recordings.

5 What did scientists hope to learn by putting horses in zebra coats?

(A) whether flies liked the look of horses better than zebras

(B) whether flies liked the look of zebras better than horses

(C) whether flies liked the smell of horses better than zebras

(D) whether flies liked the smell of zebras better than horses
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6 How does the author build understanding of the scientists' study?

(A) by introducing the names of the zebras and horses involved in the research, then contrasting their
colors and stripe patterns

(B) by elaborating on comparisons between fly bites on horses and zebras, then citing data about how
many flies were observed

(C) by providing anecdotes from researchers who interacted with zebras, then describing how they solved
their problems

(D) by describing how researchers observed horses and zebras, then explaining why zebra stripes might
affect the flight of the flies

7 What might happen to a zebra that was born without any stripes in a herd of normal, striped zebras?

(A) A plain zebra might have trouble with horsefly bites, camouflage, feeding, and running fast from
predators.

(B) A plain zebra might have trouble with horsefly bites, feeding, running fast from predators, and
communication.

(C) A plain zebra might have trouble with horsefly bites, running fast from predators, communication, and
body temperature.

(D) A plain zebra might have trouble with horsefly bites, communication, body temperature, and
camouflage.

8 Which answer choice accurately characterizes Martin How's reaction to his study's results?

(A) How thinks the results support the theory that stripes protect zebras from diseases spread by flies, but
he points out there could be more that scientists do not know yet.

(B) How thinks the results prove that stripes serve a number of purposes for zebras, including helping them
hide from predators and regulating their body heat.

(C) How believes the results indicate that flies are able to see in only two dimensions, and that the zebras'
stripes could confuse other insects and animals as well.

(D) How believes the results emphasize the importance of patterned materials to protect against fly bites,
and he recommends making blankets with stripes on them for horses.


